Fast-track your email archives into the Cloud
TransVault™ Sprint is the quickest,
simplest and most cost-effective
way to on-board your legacy email
archives into the cloud.
Is the expense and complexity of moving
your legacy email archives a major
hurdle in your cloud strategy?
TransVault™ Sprint is the answer.
With Sprint we’ve taken the experience
we’ve gained from over 1,000 migration
projects and rolled it into a clever new
interface that expertly guides your move.
Sprint accelerates the migration process
with ‘drag and drop’ ease, allowing you to
be as hands-on as you want. Our global
partner network delivers a menu of
services including a fully managed endto-end migration, an assisted migration
with initial set up, training and handover,
or a completely self-service approach.
Sprint is the sure-fire way to move your
email records.
As well as shrinking the time and effort
involved, Sprint delivers a full 1:1 audit
trail for every item moved, enabling you
to demonstrate due diligence.
Users are also ensured a great experience,
with Sprint cleaning up legacy shortcuts
and moving all the right items into the
right folder locations in the cloud.

Key Benefits
• Builds on the experience gained
from over 1,000 migration projects
to deliver optimal results.

• Minimizes data volumes to be
transferred by enabling selective
migrations.

• Simple, progressive disclosure
interface accelerates your
migration project.

• Uses Symantec-approved
connector to ensure data integrity
and support.

• Unique hybrid connector into
Enterprise Vault delivers ultimate
extraction speeds without
compromise on data access.

• Tracks extraction progress in
real-time showing detailed status
updates.

• Formats emails for optimal
ingestion into all leading cloud
archive services.
• Ensures a seamless experience for
end users through advanced shortcut
management and synchronization.
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• Meets compliance needs by way of
full auditing and reporting to prove
chain-of-custody.
• Available through a global network
of specialist ‘assisted migration’
partners or as a self-service
application.

Simplify Your Migration to the Cloud

End User Transparency - With No Surprises

TransVault Sprint is a high-performance Windows-based application
designed to accelerate and simplify the movement of email records from
Symantec Enterprise Vault into the cloud.

Moving end users to a new system can be disruptive, so ensuring they still
have easy and logical access to their archived data is critical.

At each stage of your migration we’ve used our experience of over 1,000
migrations to streamline the process.
Simply select the user groups to be migrated from Active Directory and
define rules for filtering your data.
For example:
•Move items less than 3 years for the IT department
•Move items less than 10 years for the Finance department
•Don’t move items where users have already deleted shortcuts

That’s why at TransVault we’ve always paid close attention to ‘the end
user experience’ - both during and after a migration.
What does this mean? Users tend to work with shortcuts to archived
emails in the same way they do original messages; moving them between
folders, forwarding them to co-workers, deleting them, etc.
So when you’re running a migration, Sprint ensures that the end user’s
‘view’ of their archive is automatically reflected in the new archive.
This involves tracking the current status of all shortcuts, so that users
don’t end up with deleted items re-appearing, or items being migrated
into the wrong folder or no longer accessible.

Sprint takes care of the rest, using optimal, default settings to deliver
unbeatable performance, ease and reliability.

Sprint-Assisted Migrations

Unrivalled Performance - Without Compromise

With Sprint we’ve removed the complexity and reduced the cost of your
migration, but we figured you might still like some hand-holding.

Reducing the time taken to move your data is vital.
That’s why Sprint comes pre-tuned to deliver the fastest results but
without risking the integrity or completeness of what gets migrated.
For example, the quickest way to your extract data is to use our direct
connection into the Enterprise Vault archive store, but we know there are
times when the API is the only viable option.
With Sprint you’ll get a totally unique hybrid connector that dynamically
switches between a direct and API connection as needed to give you ultimate
speed and reliability.

Ensure Compliance
Many organizations have a legislative requirement to retain data - and
ensure its integrity - for years, even decades.
Sprint’s detailed reports that audit the extraction of each individual item
will help you prove chain-of-custody and verify completeness of evidence
in the event of a future eDiscovery case.

That’s why Sprint is available from our global network of TransVault
partners as a fully-managed or assisted service, or as a self-service
migration plus support. The choice is yours.
Sprint is available in test-mode for you to pre-check your migration.
And, if your journey to the cloud encounters some turbulence, such as
corruptions in your source archive requiring data remediation services,
don’t worry:
With Sprint there’s a smooth upgrade path to our flagship product,
TransVault Migrator, which delivers ultimate flexibility along with a
bespoke service proven to address virtually any set of requirements however complex and unique.

Supported Platforms
Sprint supports migration from Symantec Enterprise Vault and HP
Autonomy EAS into a range of cloud vendors including Microsoft Office
365, Mimecast, Symantec Enterprise Vault.cloud, Proofpoint, Google,
Sonian and many more.
For information on other platform support contact TransVault.

Challenge

The TransVault Sprint Solution

User impact 	• users maintain seamless access to their legacy archives
• shortcut status & access rights fully synchronized
IT Overheads 	• streamlines the migration process with a guided, expert UI

Buying TransVault Solutions

Data fidelity 	• proven email format fidelity & logging
• preserves contents of mailboxes and journals

TransVault products are available through a global network of
partners. For more information contact TransVault at
Info@TransVault.com or visit www.TransVault.com

Migration Time	• bulk migrations can be carried out non-stop at any time
• optimal connections into source and destination 			
combined with proven high-performance engine delivers 		
the industry’s fastest migration speeds
Costs 	• automates and simplifies the migration process, saving 		
considerable manpower and licence costs
• allows legacy archives to be safely decommissioned 		
releasing licence, hardware & maintenance overheads
Change 	• facilitates the move to the cloud without loss of data integrity 		
or accessibility for end users
Compliance 	• full audit trail of all migrations ensuring chain-of-custody
• ensures all data is managed & discoverable in one place
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